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finds the roots of these plants a very good
food, and he cultivates them for the pur-
pose of eating them. Another food-storer,
the onion, puts its foodstuffs in a bulb.
How does soil water get into the roots of
plants?
As they reach down into the soil roots di-
vide and subdivide into tiny branches
called root hairs, the walls of which are
extremely thin. It is a law of nature that
two liquids of unequal density separated
by a thin membrane will mingle with each
other. In the soil we have the water, and
in the root hairs the denser sap of the
plant. By a process called osmosis the soil
water flows through the thin walls of the
root hairs and mingles with the sap, for
the flow is always toward the denser
liquid. - provide sufficient moisture for
plants a large extent of root hairs is neces-
sary. Experiments show that 480 root hairs
may be counted on each hundredth of an
inch of root at the end of a corn plant.
What are the "eyes" of a potato?
These spots are stern buds. The edible
part of a potato is not a thickened root,
but an underground stem, or tuber. When
a piece of potato containing "eyes" is
planted it will develop into a new plant.
How does the caterpillar change into a
butterfly?
It seems strange that the crawling hairy
worm we call a caterpillar could ever be-
come the beautiful winged butterfly, but
it is not so strange when we learn that
"when the caterpillar goes into its cocoon
for the resting period it already has the
beginnings of wings and butterfly legs.
Just behind the head there are three pairs
of tiny projections that become the feet
and long legs of the butterfly, and if one
of these is injured the developed insect
will have an imperfect leg1. The cater-
pillar also has a pair of folded buds that
are to be the wings of the coming insect.
During the caterpillar existence the crea-
ture eats and eats and eats, storing in its
body food for the nourishment of the de-
veloping butterfly. After a time the cater-
pillar ceases to eat and envelopes itself in
a hard, shiny case. In this it remains in-
active for several weeks, but all the time
its rudimentary wings and legs are de-
veloping, and it is being transformed into
a flying creature. Finally the case splits
open, and the perfect insect emerges, The
butterfly looks small and forlorn when it
first comes out, as its wings are closely
folded against its body. In the air and
sunshine, however, it soon becomes a love-
ly creature.
What causes milk to turn sour?
The souring of milk is a chemical change
  
II
resulting from the action of minute organ-
isms called ferments, or bacteria. These
are everywhere present in the air, and they
are especially active in warm, moist places,	y
That  is why the milk turns sour if it is	LI
left standing on a warm day. If put in an	f'j
ice box, where the temperature is low, it	l"j
will  remain  sweet  a  much   longer   time.	fJ
Sometimes you  hear it said that thunder	H
sours milk, but this  is not true.    People	11
got this idea because it was noticed that	|»f
milk  often  became  sour  on  a  day  when	H
there was  a thunder shower.    On such a	I;;]
day  the  air  is  usually  warm  and  moist,	|»|
and   so   this   is  a favorable  time  for  the	H
action of bacteria.   The thunder itself has	[j
no effect on the milk.	i»|
• it;
What makes the bubbles in bread dough? ||
Yeast is a ferment, and when mixed with	i»j
flour and water it changes the starch in	|'j
the flour to sugar and then decomposes the	1,1
sugar into carbon dioxide and alcohol.   The	H
bubbles   in   the   dough   form  because   the	jj
carbon   dioxide,   which   is   gas,   rises   up	II
through the mixture.    When the bread is	|'i
baked the alcohol evaporates and the yeast	jl
germs are killed.    Hence we cannot taste	|,|
them.	f"j
How do insects breathe?	jlf
Insects do not have lungs, like mankind,	="f
nor gills, like fishes.   Yet they have a very	*"i
wonderful breathing apparatus.   Along- the	1
sides of the body are openings called spir-	J
acles,   through  which  air  enters.     These	"|
openings connect with a system of elastic	y
tubes, which divide and subdivide through-	[J
out the insect's body, much like the veins	l«|
in higher animals.    These air tubes go to	y
every part of the body, and they have such	,,|
delicate walls that oxygen can pass out of	"|
them into the blood and purify it, as oc-	1
curs in our own lungs.    The air is circu-	{,{
lated  and   renewed  in  the   tubes  by   the	f|
regular swelling1  and contraction  of  the	|"|
insect's  body.	||l
H
What insect is the most valuable to man? 1;
Some may think that the bee, which makes |»
honey and wax, should hold the place of ||i
honor, but there is another insect, the moth fu
of the silkworm, which produces the fibers §«
that form some of our loveliest and most |'l
costly fabrics. Probably an impartial jury
would give the award to this industrious
creature. Silk fiber is taken from the
cocoon which the larva of the silk moth
spins. These cocoons are plunged into
scalding water; then floating threads of
silk are caught by trained workers, and
the fibers are wound on reels. Each co-
coon consists of one long, very delicate
thread, and a good many have to be twisted
together to make thread strong: enough to
be woven into cloth.
Siili3^

